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1. Choose the write answer from brackets. 2½
(Raj Ghat, Water, Buddha Purnima, Marina Beach, raft)

1. ________ is the second longest beach in the world.
2. People offer prayers at _________ on the occasion of

Gandhi Jayanthi.
3. _________ transport is the earliest means of transport.
4. _________ is a religious festival.
5. Early humans learnt to tie logs together to make a _____.
II. Fill in the blanks. 2½
1. Chennai is the capital of ________.
2. _______ is the festival of lights.
3. The discovery of _____ changed the life of early humans.
4. The first animal tamed by early human was probably the

_______.
5. _______ are the means of transport in thick forests.
III. Name the following. 5
1. Something which carries people or goods from one place

to another.
2. Harvest festival of Kerala.
3. A popular dance form of Tamil Nadu.
4. The old name of Chennai.
5. The first metal discovered by early humans.
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UNDERSTANDING
IV. Write true or false. 2½
1. Early humans moved from one place to another in search

of tools.
2. Early humans were afraid of wild animals in the jungle.
3. The name of the old city in Chennai is Anna Salai.
4. Early humans made cloth from cotton.
5. Chennai lies on the sea coast.
V. Match the following. 2½
1. Pongal Festival of colours
2. Onam Langar
3. Gurupurab Tamil Nadu
4. Holi Durga Puja
5. Dussehra Pookalam
VI. Identify the following transport and write their

names. 2
1.   2.

3.     4.

VII. Given below is a list of things in Chennai. Write the
odd ones out. 3

1. Food - Dhokla, Dosa, Chhole Bhature
2. Dance - Bharatanatyam, Kathak, Odissi
3. Dress - Lehnga, Veshti, Dhoti-Kurta
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VIII. Answer the following.
1. Which places are of tourist interest in Chennai? List out

at least four.      2
2. Which transport is called as fastest means of transport?

Explain.      2
3. How did early humans learn to grow plants?   2½
4. Road accidents are common now a days. Discuss any

five rules to ensure road safety.   2½
5. How is Republic Day celebrated in the capital?      3
6. How did early humans learn to make fire?      3

APPLICATION
IX.1. There are various means of transport we use to reach in

very far-off places. Which particular means of transport
should we use? Why?      2

2. Shivani is living in Tamil Nadu. She decided to celebrate
harvest festival with her family. How is it celebrated?      3

SKILL
X. On the outline map of India, mark the following.         5

Chennai, Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, Kerala

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
XI. Name the following.                                                       5
1. The king of fruits.
2. A book of maps of the world and of different countries.
3. The hardest material in the world.
4. The part of the body which pumps and circulates blood

throughout the body.
5. The game played by Saina Nehwal.


